
 

 

Time is an eraser rather than a builder, and a good one at 
breaking the fragile—whether buildings or ideas. Time is the best 
test of fragility—it encompasses high doses of disorder—and 
nature is the only system that has been stamped “robust” by 
time. It has been shown that many people benefit from the 
removal of products that did not exist in their ancestral habitat: 
sugars and other carbohydrates in unnatural format... As to 
liquid, my rule is to drink no liquid that is not at least a thousand 
years old—so its fitness has been tested. I drink just wine, water, 
and coffee. 

 

All models, whether mental models or mathematical models, are 
simplifications of the real world. A stock is the memory of the 
history of changing flows within the system. Systems thinkers see 
the world as a collection of stocks along with the mechanisms for 
regulating the levels in the stocks by manipulating flows. The 
human mind seems to focus more easily on stocks than on flows. 
On top of that, when we do focus on flows, we tend to focus on 
inflows more easily than on outflows. Therefore, we sometimes 
miss seeing that we can fill a bathtub not only by increasing the 
inflow rate, but also by decreasing the outflow rate. Stocks 
generally change slowly, even when the flows into or out of them 
change suddenly. Therefore, stocks act as delays or buffers or 
shock absorbers in systems. 

 

I have also attempted to show in the book the meaning of 
education. I sincerely believe that the only way we can learn is 
through our deductive process. Presenting us with final 
conclusions is not a way that we learn. At best it is a way that we 
are trained. That’s why I tried to deliver the message contained in 
the book in the Socratic way. Jonah, in spite of his knowledge of 
the solutions, provoked Alex to derive them by supplying the 
question marks instead of the exclamation marks. I believe that 
because of this method, you the reader will deduce the answers 
well before Alex Rogo succeeds in doing so. If you find the book 
entertaining maybe you will agree with me that this is the way to 
educate, this is the way we should attempt to write our textbooks. 
Our textbooks should not present us with a series of end results 
but rather a plot that enables the reader to go through the 
deduction process himself. 

https://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-Things-That-Disorder-Incerto/dp/0812979680
https://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Systems-Donella-H-Meadows/dp/1603580557/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002LHRM2O


 

The key to thinking clearly is to avoid circular logic. Everything is 
connected through cause-and-effect relationships, and at the 
bottom there are only a few elements. So the key to thinking 
clearly is to build logical maps. You start with an effect, any 
effect, and dive down to the root causes by asking, 'Why does 
the effect exist?' The difficulty is that when we dive down, sooner 
or later we reach causes that are entities, the existence of which 
cannot be verified directly through our senses; we reach abstract 
entities. In the hard sciences, when we dive down asking why 
that exists, after some iterations we reach depths where we can 
no longer use our senses, and we have to start using abstract 
entities. Entities like atoms or enzymes. Has anybody ever seen 
an atom or an enzyme? Has anybody talked to them or touched 
one? They probably do exist, but we know it through logic and 
not through the direct information of our senses. 

 

“I heard a nice little story the other day,” Morrie says. He closes 
his eyes for a moment and I wait. “Okay. The story is about a 
little wave, bobbing along in the ocean, having a grand old time. 
He’s enjoying the wind and the fresh air—until he notices the 
other waves in front of him, crashing against the shore.“ ‘My God, 
this is terrible,’ the wave says. ‘Look what’s going to happen to 
me!’ “Then along comes another wave. It sees the first wave, 
looking grim, and it says to him, ‘Why do you look so sad?’ “The 
first wave says, ‘You don’t understand! We’re all going to crash! 
All of us waves are going to be nothing! Isn’t it terrible?’ “The 
second wave says, ‘No, you don’t understand. You’re not a wave, 
you’re part of the ocean.’” I smile. Morrie closes his eyes again. 
“Part of the ocean,” he says, “part of the ocean.”. Do what the 
Buddhists do. Every day, have a little bird on your shoulder that 
asks, ‘Is today the day? Am I ready? Am I doing all I need to do? 
Am I being the person I want to be?’. 

https://www.amazon.com/Choice-Revised-Eliyahu-M-Goldratt-ebook/dp/B00L95ZB90
https://www.amazon.com/Tuesdays-Morrie-Greatest-Lesson-Anniversary-ebook/dp/B000SEGMAU


 

On the slope of Long’s Peak in Colorado lies the ruin of a 
gigantic tree. Naturalists tell us that it stood for some four 
hundred years. It was a seedling when Columbus landed at San 
Salvador, and half grown when the Pilgrims settled at Plymouth. 
During the course of its long life it was struck by lightning 
fourteen times, and the innumerable avalanches and storms of 
four centuries thundered past it. It survived them all. In the end, 
however, an army of beetles attacked the tree and leveled it to 
the ground. The insects ate their way through the bark and 
gradually destroyed the inner strength of the tree by their tiny but 
incessant attacks. A forest giant which age had not withered, nor 
lightning blasted, nor storms subdued, fell at last before beetles 
so small that a man could crush them between his forefinger and 
his thumb. 

 

Our brains often jump to swift conclusions without much thinking, 
which used to help us to avoid immediate dangers. We are 
interested in gossip and dramatic stories, which used to be the 
only source of news and useful information. We crave sugar and 
fat, which used to be life-saving sources of energy when food 
was scarce. We have many instincts that used to be useful 
thousands of years ago, but we live in a very different world now. 
I want people, when they realize they have been wrong about the 
world, to feel not embarrassment, but that childlike sense of 
wonder, inspiration, and curiosity that I remember from the 
circus, and that I still get every time I discover I have been wrong: 
“Wow, how is that even possible?” Just as I have urged you to 
look behind the statistics at the individual stories, I also urge you 
to look behind the individual stories at the statistics. The world 
cannot be understood without numbers. And it cannot be 
understood with numbers alone. 

https://www.amazon.com/How-stop-worrying-start-living-ebook/dp/B01NCV2RIR/
https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-Wrong-Things-Better/dp/147363749X


 

A manager’s output = the output of his organization + the output 
of the neighboring organizations under his influence. A common 
rule we should always try to heed is to detect and fix any problem 
in a production process at the lowest-value stage possible. The 
first rule is that a measurement—any measurement—is better 
than none. But a genuinely effective indicator will cover the 
output of the work unit and not simply the activity involved. 
Obviously, you measure a salesman by the orders he gets 
(output), not by the calls he makes (activity). Leading indicators 
give you one way to look inside the black box by showing you in 
advance what the future might look like. And because they give 
you time to take corrective action, they make it possible for you to 
avoid problems. 

 

What happens in the case of insulin resistance? As discussed 
before, a hormone acts on a cell as a key that fits into a lock. 
When insulin (the key) no longer fits into the receptor (the lock), 
the cell is called insulin resistant. Because the fit is poor, the door 
does not open fully. As a result, less glucose enters. The cell 
senses that there is too little glucose inside. Instead, glucose is 
piling up outside the door. Starved for glucose, the cell demands 
more. To compensate, the body produces extra keys (insulin). 
The fit is still poor, but more doors are opened, allowing a normal 
amount of glucose to enter. Suppose that in the normal situation 
we produce ten keys (insulin). Each key opens a locked door that 
lets two glucose molecules inside. With ten keys, twenty glucose 
molecules enter the cell. Under conditions of resistance, the key 
does not fully open the locked door. Only one glucose molecule 
is allowed in. With ten keys, only ten glucose molecules are 
allowed in. To compensate, we now produce a total of twenty 
keys. Now, twenty glucose molecules are allowed in, but only 
because we have increased the number of keys. As we develop 
insulin resistance, our bodies increase our insulin levels to get 
the same result—glucose in the cell. However, we pay the price 
in constantly elevated insulin levels. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/High-Output-Management-Andrew-Grove-ebook/dp/B015VACHOK
https://www.amazon.com/Obesity-Code-Unlocking-Secrets-Weight-ebook/dp/B01C6D0LCK

